
ILA - The Instant Language Assistant 

Capabilities  

 

 
The ILA Pro by TranslateLive allows any two people to easily and instantly have a 

natural conversation that is transcribed and translated in real time in over 120 

languages and dialects. 

 

 
Live Language Translation 

- Speech to Text, Text to Speech, Speech to Speech 

- Under 5 seconds to start communicating 

- 120 Languages and accents 

- Ability to control language display order 

- Entire interface changes to chosen language 

 
Speech to Text & Text to Speech 

- Ability to instantly see your own text and verify accuracy 

- User can speak, spell out loud or type 

- Text to Speech allows other users text to be instantly read aloud 

 
Disabilities Access 

- Deaf, Hard of Hearing, Blind, Low Vision, DeafBlind, Mobility 

 
Security and Privacy 

- All communication to and from is Encrypted 

- Private conversation and no data is saved by provider 

- HIPAA compliant 

 
 
 



 
Accents/Dialects 

- Ability to choose accent for several common languages 

- Provides higher accuracy for Speech to Text 

- Higher user satisfaction when seeing their own accent 

 
Remote 1 to 1 Connectivity 

- Each ILA has a web link for remote access 

- 3ways to connect. URL, Website with code, QR code 

- Provides buffering and Queuing 

 
Remote Broadcast Ability 

- Second link supports large numbers of users connecting to device in different 

languages and all will see the text in their own language 

 
Live Interpreter 

- Ability to add a live interpreter via audio or video 

- Supports access to interpreters in 230 languages including Sign Language 

- Ability to program ILA to use customers’ existing language provider for live interpreting 

- Ability to have calls to go to customers’ in-house interpreters first 

 
Accessibility Controls 

- Change color, font, size, background 

- Ability for Host to control both microphones 

 
Add on device support 

- Braille Displays 

- External speakers and microphones 

- Other accessibility bluetooth devices such as loop, flasher, etc. 

 
Pre-Programmed Phrases 

- Ability to pre-program phrases for the most common interactions 

- Ability to add the entire business process for faster interaction times 

 
Support and updates 

- Product is supported 

- Ability to be open or locked in kiosk mode 

- Continuously improves without need for updates as technology is in the cloud 

- Auto updating of apps with a single click 

- Mobile Device Management ability for large managed deployments 
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